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In [4] Nagata asks whether there are local noetherian domains whose 
completion has embedded associated primes. A famous example of Ferrand 
and Raynaud [2] shows that such rings exist. More precisely these authors 
construct a 2-dimensional local domain whose completion has exactly one 
embedded associated prime. But their method of construction does not seem 
flexible enough to obtain systematically examples of a more complex type. In 
this article we present a procedure for constructing such examples. The 
method we use is based on a modification of the construction given in [9]. 
Throughout this paper let k be an infinite countable field. Let K be a coun- 
table, purely transcendental extension lield of k of infinite degree. In K we fix 
a system of elements A,(0 < i,j < co; A, #AiJj, for (i,j) # (i/J’)) which are 
algebraically independent over k. Choose Y E N and let X, Y, Z1,..., Z, be 
indeterminates. We put S, = K[X, Y, Z, ,..., Z,.], n, = (X, Y, Z, ,..., Z,) S,, S = 
(SO)““’ n = no * S. S is also countable. 
In So we fix a set y. with the following properties. 
(1) 
(a) Each p E y. is a noninvertible prime element of S. 
(b) X,X+ Y” E yo, VvEN. 
(cl PY9E: 8, PfqJpSfqS. 
Finally let m < Y and fix elements T, ,..., T, E So such that X, Y, T, ,..., T, 
(hence also T,,..., T,) make part of a regular system of parameters of S. 
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Then choose an enumeration E: n\i r & of y0 and put pi = c(i) (i E N). We 
define 
(a) qr? := 5 pi (n E N). 
j=l 
(21 (5) &, := Ti; tin := Ti f 9 A,q; (I <i 6 m, n E IN). 
j=I 
cc> Pn := G,...r <,,) s (n > 0). 
Note that p, is a prime of height m. 
An essential point of our construction is the possibility of an appropriate 
choice of the enumeration E: 
(3) PROPOSITION. The enumeration E mav be choosen such that p,, & p, _ i 
for all n E IN. 
Proof. As pn depends only on pl,...,pn we may construct E inductively. 
As X & (Tr ,..., r,) = p0 we may put pi =X. Now, assume that pi ,.*.)p, are 
already constructed such that pi @? pip 1 (i = l,..., n)* Let p E 3$ - { p1 ,...?p,,}. 
It suffices to find elements pn+,,...,ph =p E 2$(h > n) such that pi 6J pieI 
(1 < i < h). To prove this latter statement we make the following preliminary 
remark: As piPI G (X, T ,,..., T,) S and as X, Y, T, ,..., r, make part of a 
regular system of parameters of S, it is clear that no element of the shape 
X + Y” (V > 0) belongs to pi-r. So in view of this remark we may restrict 
ourselves to prove 
(4) LEMMA. Let p1 =X, p2 ,..., p, E & be such that pi 66 pi-! and let 
P E $I - i P1,..., P,}. Then there are eleinents p,,, ,... ~, pn+, E 
(XC Y”jvEN} such thatprfp,,,. 
We fix n and prove (4) by induction on m. Assume first that m = 1. We 
choose r0 E N such that X + Y” 6Z {p, ,...,p,\ for all v > uO. T, ,X, Y make 
part of a regular system of parameters. As Tl,n - T, E XS the same is true 
for rln,X: Y. Now we put ~~+~(v)=Xt Y” and define <,Cn+rj(~) and 
p(,+ ,,(v) according to (2), writing pll+ r(v) in place of pn+ 1, where v > rO. 
We claim that p,+l(v) f P,+~(v’) if r0 < 17 < v’. Indeed, assuming the 
contrary we would get 
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On the other hand we have, by hypothesis, <,(i+,, 66piS, for all i < n. As 
c l(n+l,(~) -cr(i-r) EpiS (which follows from (2)(b)) and as pi E p,+,(v) 
would imply that PiS = pn+ ,(v), we conclude that pi & cflcn+ ,)(v) S for i < n. 
AsA rcn+,) is a unit in S we get 24 := (X+ F’)‘+’ - (X+ Y”)n+l E clcn+ r) S. 
But this is impossible, as u is of the shape u = xjGn+, (“~l)Xn+l--j 
[Y”j- Y”‘j] and as X, Y, <l(n+,J (v) make part of a regular system of 
parameters. 
So, for v 2 v0 the primes p,+ ,( v are all different. As they are principal ) 
this allows us to choose an index v> v0 such that p & p,+ i(v). Setting 
P ,,+r ‘p,,+,(v) we have constructed the requested element. 
SO, let m > 1. It is easy to see that the elements Bij=A(i+,,(,+m,Aij- 
Aifn-+mjACi+ 1j.i (i < m, j < n + m) form an algebraically independent system 
over k. We complete this system to an algebraically independent system 
(B,JO ,< i,j < co). It also is clear that the elements pi = 
A(i+l,(,+,,Ti-Aii(n+m) Ti+ r (i < m) together with X and Y make part of a 
regular system of parameters of S. So we may do the construction (2) with 
the elements B, and Fi instead of A, resp. Ti. 
To be explicit we put 
(a) ciO = Fi ; uih = fi + i Bijqi (1 < i < m, h E IN). 
(5) 
j=l 
(b) P,, = (ulh,..., q,-,)J s (h > 0). 
According to the construction of the elements uih we get the relations 
(6) uih =A(i+lj(n+mj~ih -Ai(n+m)Gi+lJh (l<i<m,h<n+m). 
In particular we get from (6) that 
(7) a/$ + rlhs = Ph for h < n + m. 
Equation (7) implies in particular that P, c pn for h < IZ. So, applying the 
hypothesis of induction to the objects defined by (5) we find elements 
P n+ 1 ,**-3 E{X+Y”]VEN} suchthatp@@,+,-,. Wechoosev,EN 
such thii+gn:L(v) :=X+ Y” @ @l,...,pn+m-l} for all v> vO. Again we 
define Ci(n+nz) (v) and p,+,(v) according to (2), writing P~+~(v) in place of 
P n+m. By (2)(b) we have the equations 
ti(n+m-1) = 5i(n+m) -Ai(n+m,4!4+tE (i < m). 
Combining these with (6)-applied for h = n + m - l-we get 
Di(n+m-l) =ACi+l)Cn+m~~iCn+m~ -Ai~n+m~4i+*~~n+m~* I 
Consequently we have pntm(v) = 6,+,-r + r,(n+m)(~) S. 
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Literally in the same way as in the case m = 1, we see that pntm(v) f 
pn+Jv’) for v. < v < v’. By the previous statement we conclude that 
nL,,,,p,+,(v) =ijn+,+,. As p & ii,+,-, we thus find a v > vO with 
P 66 h+&). Letting pnfm =pnfmb~) we have constructed the requested 
elements pn+ l,...,pn+m. 
From now on, we fix an enumeration E satisfying the statement of (3). 
Moreover we set 7’i = Zi (i = l,..., r). We choose another set of indeter- 
minates V, ,..., V,. P, ,..., P, E X[ V, ,..., V,] are assumed to be chosen such 
that Pi E (V, ,..., V,) (i = 1, . . . . m). We define the following elements of the 
quotient field L of S: 
Because of the obvious relation 
we may write 
(9) *in=qnPEt:ai(n+l, + qnP:Z:Hinr where Hirt E S. 
We consider the subring R ’ = S[ai, / n E N ; 1 < i < I] of L and claim that 
nR’ = (X, Y, z, )..., Z,) R’ is a maximal ideal of R’. As a,, E nR’ (by (9)) it 
suffkes to see that nR’ #R’. Assuming the contrary we would have elements 
u-,,u~,u~,...,u~ER’ with u-,X+U,Y+~,~~~~U~Z~== I. By (9) there is 
annEN suchthatu- 1 ,..., u, E S[ai,l 1 < i < I]. By (8) we have ai, ~ qi E pn 
for all h > n. So there is an h > n and elements s-r, so,..., s, E S such that 
qi(ui - si) E p, for -1 < i < r. By the above representation of I 
we get ql:u_,X+qj:u,Y+C,~i<rq~u,Zi=qj:; thus qE(s-,X+S,Y+ 
XI=, s,Z, - 1) E p,. As the second factor of the last product is invertible in 
S, it follows q,, E p,. So there is an i < n with i > 0 and pi E p,. Thus there 
are elements r , ,..., I-~ E S with 
Clearly we may assume that n > 1, so that 
t=i s#i 
l<S<( 
Then 1 --pi-‘v is invertible and it follows pi E x,iGm &- r,S = pi-r, which 
contradicts our choice of the enumeration E. So nR’ is a maximal ideal. 
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We put R=R;,, and consider the following elements of S = 
K[[X, K z, ,*-*, Z,]]: 
(10) 
(11) PROPOSITION. R is a noetherian local domain such that: 
(i) R  ^Z S/(X, ,..., 7r,) S, 
(ii) 4 := (5 1 ,..., <,,,) I? is prime and it holds that 9 fI R = (0). 
Proof. We first show that R is noetherian. Let p E Spec(R) - (0). As R 
and S have the same quotient field we have p fT S # (0), hence an n E N 
with p, E p. According to (9) we have aih Ep,R for all h > n. So R/p,R is 
of essentially finite type over S, thus noetherian. Consequently p is finitely 
generated. As this holds for each prime p, R is noetherian. 
(i) The obvious relation 
(12) nS=(< , ,*a*, r,, & K z,, , ,*-*, Z,) 9 
shows that <, ,..., l,,, make part of a regular system of parameters of S. 
Therefore ;1 = (cl ,..., &J ,!? is a prime of height m. We claim that 
4 n S = (0). Indeed, assuming the opposite, there would be an IZ E N with 
p,, E 4. From this it would follow ;1 = (<,(n-,) ,..., <m(n-lj ,p,) S, thus_ 
;1 f7 S 2 pn- , + p, S. As p,, & pn _ i and by the going down property of S --) S 
we would get the contradiction m = ht(p+,) < ht(p,,-, +p,S)<ht(tj f7 S) < 
ht(i) = m. 
By (12) we may write S as a formal power series ring in <, ,..., <,, X, Y, 
Z m + I ,..., Z, with coefficients in K. As the coefficients of the polynomials Pj 
are in K, it follows that each fi E Ass(S/(n,,..., zl) S) is contained in 8. 
Because of ;1 n S = (0) we get that S/(x1 ,..., rcJ s^ is S-torsion-free. 
By (2) and (10) we have & - gin E 4, + 1 n l S. Thus by the Taylor expansion 
of Pj around (r,,..., 5,) we get 
(13) 
By the inclusion map i: S -+ R we get a local homomorphism i: s^ -+ R .^ In 
R resp. S we have q:aj, + 0, qz: i Jn r. -+ 0 (n -+ co) for the topologies given 
by the corresponding maximal ideals. It follows that &7rj!= 0. In particular 
we get a canonical homomorphism i: S:= S/(rr,,..., K,) S + I?. As S is S- 
torsion-free, there is a canonical homomorphism IX: R --f %@,L, given by 
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- 
Q+ l,@ aj, =: aj,. By (12) and the above torsion freeness we get 
Qjn = 17 0 (-ClnPi I: i ,,* r. ) E g So a maps R to % The diagram 
R-AS 
shows that G( is local. Passing to completions, (14) shows that r. ci = id,-, 
where 6: 8 + S is induced by CL 2 as well as i are S-algebra 
homomorphisms, which implies a diagam 
- - ” - 
S---tR-%S 
Passing to completion shows that cr  ^. r= ids. So i is an isomorphism. 
(ii) By (i) we have 9 = (<, ,..., cl,,) S/(rcr ,..., n/j S = 21/(x1 ,..., z,) S c ,?. 
As zj E 9 we see that ij is a prime of S=R. As 4 f? S = (0) we have 
ii r-3 S = (0). By R c L we get 4 n R = (0). 
Now we may prove our main result. For its formulation we put 
B = K[ v, ,.-, vmjcv ,,.... c,,nj and r = (V, ,... , V,) B. 
(15) PROPOSITION. Let a c B be an ideal. Then there is a local noetherian 
domain R with the folloxCng properties: 
(i) There is a K-isomorphism 
a: (B/a) “[ [X, Y]] cy It. 
(ii> 4r(Bla)~[K Yll) is a prime of I? M4ich retracts to 0 in R. 
(iii) p E Spec(R) - ((0)} * R/p is essentially offinite type over K, 
Proof. Put r = m and let P, ,..., P, E K[ V, ,...) V,] be such that 
a = (P, ,.*., P,)B. There is a K-isomorphism, B[[X, Y]] = K[[Y, ,.,., 
V,,X, Y]]Z’s=K[[< ,,..., &,X, Y]], which is given by X-t X, Y-t Y, 
Vi + ci (i = l,.,., m). Obviously we have /I(&[ [X, Y]]) = (E, ,..., rr,j S. So c! 
exists by (1 l)(i). Moreover, we have a(r(B/a)* [[X5 Y]]) = ?L and statement 
(ii) follows by (1 I)(ii). 
(iii) As p f? S # 0 there is an n, E n\l with p,, E p r? S. Consequently 
we have q,E pns for all rz>no. Now the statement is clear by (9). 
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Let T be a partially ordered set, < the corresponding relation. Consider a 
map 
such that 
(16) 
(4 t1 < t2 =2- @O, 3 t*> > 0; qt, t) = 0. 
(b) t, < t, < t, * W,, tj) = @(t,, tz) + @(tz, t3). 
We call the pair (T, @) a tree. Let A be a catenarian ring, Ts: Spec(A). 
Then by @(pi, pJ = ht(pJp,). T naturally has a tree-structure, which we 
denote by t(T). What we mean by isomorphous trees is obvious. 
Now, let TS Spec(B) - { (0)) be such that (B/p)‘- is a domain for each 
p E T. Assume moreover that T is finite. One easily finds an ideal a E B 
such that T= Ass(B/a). Then by (15) we find a local domain R such that 
t(Ass(R)) N t(T). If we do not demand that the rings (B/p)- be irreducible, 
we only get in this way that Ass(R) contains a subset S with t(S) z t(T). 
We conjecture that any given finite tree may be realized in the form t(T), 
where T c Spec(B) is as above (and m sufficiently large). This would mean 
that each finite tree may be realized as the tree of formal prime divisors of a 
noetherian local domain. 
We construct an example which is similar to one given by Ogoma [5 J. 
(17) EXAMPLE. Let k=Q m=r=3, =V,Bn(V,, VJB. With 
P, = V, VI, P2 = V, V, we have (PI, Pz) B = a. Performing the above 
construction we get a local domain R of dimension 4 with two minimal 
primes @, , $z in its completion R such that 
q 
(18) Fi, n @* = (O), ii n R = (0), ht2 / \ ht 1. 
* n 
Pl Pz 
As R is reduced and contains Q we see by (15)(iii) that R is 
pseudogeometric [3]. In particular, the integral closure R’ of R is Jnite over 
R. So there is a c E R - (0) such that R, = (RI,“. Let 61 be a maximal ideal 
of R” such that tit(R) A contains the prime 4 . (R,) n (R) ^. Replacing R by R”, 
we get a pseudogeometric local normal domain R in whose completion (18) 
holds. 
Such a ring (R, m) is strongly related to the theory of chains of primes 
(for notions and details see Ratliff [8]). 
First we claim that R is not catenarian. Choose two primes P G q of R 
such that ht(RdpR, =: 7’) > 1. If p # (0), (15)( iii easily implies that T is of ) 
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essentially finite type over K, hence unmixed in the sense of Nagata 141: 
Therefore we have 
(19) dim(f/‘/i) > 1, t/j E Ass(~). 
If p = (0), T is normal, thus of depth > 1. So (19 j holds in this case too, 
as depth(n = depth(T). As (19) holds for each pair p, q as above, R is a GB 
(= going-between)-ring, as may be seen by [7]. On the other hand: Ii: does 
not satisfy the chain condition, as we have dim@/@,) < dim(R) (see ]6]). So 
R is not catenarian, as for a noetherian GB-ring the chain conditiorr is 
implied by catenaricity. So, in particular, the chain-conjecture [S] fails, as 
already remarked by Ogoma. 
Moreover, there is a polynomial algebra R” = R[U,,..., U,] such that R* 
is not GB, as otherwise R would satisfy the chain conjecture [7]. So, as .R” 
is a noetherian normal domain, the G&conjecture fails [S]. Additionally we 
see that there must be a normal local noetherian pseudo geometric domain A 
which is GB but such that A [U] is not GB. In [ I] we gave a method for 
constructing quasi-excellent local domains C which are GB but such that 
C[ U] is not. But we only could construct nonnormal rings C of this type. C)n 
the other hand R is not quasi-excellent by (18). So the question arises 
whether there are quasi-excellent normal domains A such that A is GB but 
A [U] is not. We conjecture that such rings exist. 
Rings with bad generic formal fibre give rise to construct local domains 
with nonopen loci for given properties. So Ferrand and Raynaud [2] did use 
their example to construct a local domain whose CM locus did not contain a 
nonempty open set. By the above construction we may give examples of that 
type for a large class of properties. To be explicit, let P be a property which 
makes sense for local noetherian rings. Assume that P satisfies the following 
axioms: 
(a) A satisfies IF, p E Spec(A) 3 A P satisfies P. 
(b) If A -+m B is a flat local morphism of noetherian rings, A 
Gw satisfies P, if B does. 
(c) If q is as above but with regular special fibre, P ascends 
from A to B. 
Put P(A) = {p E Spec(A)IA, has P}. 
(21) PROPOSITION. Let a G B such that B/a does root have ip. Then the 
ring R of (15) is such that Ip(R) does not contain any nonempty open set. 
Proof. The flat and local homomorphism 
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shows via (20)(b) that kil does not satisfy the property IF. Assuming that 
(21) is wrong we get an element s E R - (P) such that all primes p which 
miss s belong to P(R). Obviously we have dim(@j) = 2. As s @ 9 we find 
an element t E R such that (ii, s, t)I? is nR-primary. As s, c form a 
parameter-system with respect to I?/q we find a prime ij of I? with 
(q, t) c ;i 3 s. So we get that q = Lj n R belongs to P(R) and is different 
from (0). According to (15)(iii), R/q is excellent, which shows that R ,^-/qR i^, 
is regular. Using (20)(c) for the morphism Rg-, l?, we see that I?6 belongs to 
P(8). By (20)(a) this set is stable under generalization and therefore we 
would get the contradiction 4 E P(g). 
(22) EXAMPLE. Construct R according to (17). B/a then surely is not CM 
(=Cohen-Macaulay), whereas CM satisfies the axioms (20). So CM(R) does 
not contain a nonempty open set. As R -+ l? is finite, the same is true for R. 
So, localizing in an appropriate maximal ideal rit of I? we get a normal 
pseudo-geometric local domain whose CM locus does not contain a non- 
empty open set. Note that the method of [2] furnishes neither normal nor 
pseudogeometric examples. 
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